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Abstract

We give an approach to the theory of effect-valued measures taking
their values in the positive operators on a Hilbert space. The concept
of operator-valued measure is fundamental in modern theories of quan
tum measurements. In the paper we introduce and study relations of
dominance and equivalence between two effect-valued measures and
concepts of maximal and minimal effect-valued measures. Characteri
zations of maximal effect-valued measures are obtained in the discrete
case and in the case of commutative range. As an example we study the
so-called Bargman measure which can be interpreted as a simultaneous
non-ideal measurement of position and momentum.
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1 Introduction

In modern theories of quantum measurements the concept of operator-valued measure plays
a fundamental role. Perhaps the first paper in which a positive operator-valued measure
for quantum measurement purposes appears is [2]. Later on operator-valued measures
have been used in considerations on simultaneous measurement and joint probability in
quantum mechanics (see e.g. [10]).

More recently, De Muynck and Martens studied effect-valued measures on countable
measure spaces. These measures have their values in the positive operators on finite di
mensional Hilbert spaces. There is no a formal difference between these "effect-valued
measures" and the "instruments" in [2]. The main subjects of study in [7, 8, 9] are order
ing relations, maximality relations and inaccuracy principle.

However, arbitrary measure spaces and positive operators on an infinite dimensional
separable Hilbert space are the natural setting for the concepts in [7, 8, 9]. In our paper we
present the elementary general theory of effect-valued measures. In Section 2 we develop
the concepts of dominance and equivalence between two effect-valued measures. Also some
general properties of maximal and minimal effect-valued measures are discovered. Section
3 is devoted to characterizations of maximal effect-valued measures. In Section 4 as an
example we study a simultaneous non-ideal measurement of position and momentum. In
our discussion the Bargman representation of coherent states is fundamental. In the whole
paper the Hilbert spaces we consider are always supposed to be separable.

2 Elementary theory

In this section we introduce concepts of dominance and equivalence between two effect
valued measures. An elementary theory of the concepts is developed. In particular, we
examine general properties of maximal and minimal effect-valued measures.

Definition 1 Let ~ be a u-algebra of subsets of a set 0, H be a separable Hilbert space,
B(H) be the space of all linear continuous operators on H. A function A defined on ~,

which takes values in the set B(H)+ of positive operators of B(H), is called an effect-valued
measure (EVM) on ~ if: 1) A(O) = I, 2) A(U~lXi) = L~l A(Xi ) in the strong operator
topology, where Xi E ~, Xi n X j = 0 (i =I- j).

We denote by 9)1(0,~,H) the space of all effect-valued measures on ~ with values in
B(H)+.

Remark 1 Consider the following norm on B(H) : fix a dense subset (Yi)~l in Hand
put

II AII = ~ I(AYi,Yi)1 A E B(H)
w ~ 2ill .112 ' .

~=1 Y~

Then the associated norm topology for II . Ilw coincides on bounded subsets of B(H) with
the weak operator topology.

Proof Let us consider, for example, the unit ball of B(H). If An ~ 0, IIAnll ~ 1 and
€ > 0 , we take mEN (l/2m ~ €/2) and

( I( AnYi Yi I € )
no E N W' IIYill) ~ 2' i = 1, ... ,m \:In > no .
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Therefore,

II II ~ 11(AnYi Yi, I ~ 1 E~ 1 1
An w:::; ~ 2i -II-.11 '-II-.11) + .~ 2i :::; 2"~ 2i + 2m< E Vn > no·

t:::1 Yl Yt t=m+1 t:::1

On the other hand, let An I~w 0 , IIAnl1 :::; 1. From the polarization identity, it is enough
to prove that I(AnY,Y)1 ~ 0 (n ~ (0) Vy E H. Take E> 0, io E N (lly - Yioll :::; E/3)
and no E N (I(AnYio, Yio)1 :::; E/3 Vn> no). Then

D

For ,\ E m1(0,~, H) put I'\(X)I = P(X)llw, X E ~. We call 1,\1 the weak variation of
'\. Although the weak variation depends on the choice of the dense subset of H, the next
Remark is valid for any choice of such a subset.

Remark 2 The weak variation of ,\ is a a-additive probability measure on ~ such that

VX E ~ ('\(X) = 0 ~ \,\I(X) = 0).

Proof If (Xk)k=1 C ~, Xi n X j = 0 (i =I- j), then

1,\I(uk=1 X k) = t 1('\(Uk~1Xk)2Yi'Yi)1 = t t ('\(~k)Yi;Yi) = t 1,\I(Xk).
i=1 2tllYili i=1 k=1 21 1lYili k:::1

Therefore, 1,\1 is finitely additive. It is clear that ,\(X) = 0 <{:} I,\I(X) = 0 for X E ~. Now
take X n 1 0, X n E ~. Then '\(Xn) ~ 0 and consequently 1,\I(Xn) ~ 0 (n ~ (0) in view
of Remark 1. D

Let us introduce the following notations. Let 0 be a set, ~ be a a-algebra of subsets
of 0, ,\ E m1(0,~, H). For a measurable function f : 0 ~ C define [f] = {g : 0 ~ C I9
is measurable, ,\{u E 0 I f( u) =I- g(un = O}. Put Loo(O,'\) = {[f] If: n ~ C
is measurable ancl bounded}. It is obvious from Remark 2 that the space Loo(O,'\)
coincides with the classical space Loo(O,~, 1'\1). As usual, for simplicity we identify a class
[f] E Loo(O,'\) and its "representative" f assuming that a relation f = 9 (f :::; g), for
f,g E Loo(O,'\) means f(u) = g(u) (f(u) :::; g(u)) '\-almost everywhere. For f E Loo(O,'\)
we denote by supp f the support of f (we again consider a concrete "representative").

Two sets X, Y E ~ are said to be '\-equivalent if ,\((X \ Y) U (Y \ X)) = o. If
X E ~, then [Xh is the class of all sets Y E ~ which are equivalent to X. We put
~(,\) = { [X]" I X E ~}. Then ~(,\) is a Boolean a-algebra with the operations defined by
[X]" U [Y]" = [X U Y]", X, Y E ~ etc. We also identify '\(X) and '\([X],,). For x E H
we denote by '\X the H-valued measure on ~ defined by '\x(X) = '\(X)x, X E E.

By a partition of 0 we mean a finite or countable family of pairwise disjoint sets from
~ such that their union is O. If Jt : ~1 ~ B(H)+ is another EVM, we also introduce
the following space: NI(~, Jt)= { P : ~ ~ Loo(01, Jl) I p(O) = !rIll p(X)(v):::: 0 Jl
almost everywhere VX E ~ and P(U~1Xi)(V)= L~1 p(Xi)(v) Jl-almost everywhere for
any family (Xi)~1 of pairwise disjoint sets from ~}. If p E M(~, Jl) then for simplicity we
always choose a "representative" p(X), X E ~ (from the corresponding class in Loo(01, Jl))
such that 0 :::; p(X) (v) :::; 1 for all v E 0 1 .
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Definition 2 For'\ E 9)1(01 , ~1, H), J1- E 9)1(02 , ~2' H) we say that ,\ is dominated by J1-,
denoting J1- ---?'\, if there exists p E M(~1,J1-) such that '\(X) = J0.

2
p(X)(v) dJ1-(v) in the

strong operator topology, that is

'\(X)x= f p(X)(v)dJ1-x(v) \lXE~1 \lxEHJ0.2

(in the sense of Dunford-Schwartz [3, pages 322-323) ).

Lemma 2.1 Let ~t, ~2 be a-algebras of subsets of Ot, O2 , respectively. Suppose that J1- E

9)1(02 , ~2, H), P E M(~1, J1-). For X E ~t, x E H, we denote the vector J0.
2

p(X)(v) dJ1-x(v)
by,\(X)x. Then '\(X) E B(H)+ \IX E ~1 and'\ E 9)1(01, ~1, H).

Proof Take X E ~1' The function p(X) is J1-x-essentially bounded for each x E H, so
'\(X)x is correctly defined. Therefore, '\(X) is a linear operator defined on H. There exist
sequences (yt)7~1 C ~2, Yin n }'T = 0 (i:f: j), n E N and (vi)7~1' vi E Yin, n EN such
that '\(X)x = limn -+oo L7~1 p(X)(vi) J-t(Yin)x. Consequently,

kn

IIA(X)xll ::; sup II L p(X)(v?) J-t(Yin)lIl1xll ::; 11J1-(O)llll x ll Ilxll
nEN ;=1

Hence, '\(X) E B(H)+ \IX E ~.

It is obvious that '\(Od = I and ,\ is finitely additive. To prove the a-additivity of '\,
take X n E ~1' X n 10 (n ---? 00). Then p(Xn)(v) ---? 0 (n ---? 00) J-t-almost everywhere and
o::; p(Xn ) ::; 1. From [3, Theorem IV.IO.IO] we obtain that

that is '\(Xn ) ~ O. o
Lemma 2.2 Let'\ E 9)1(01, ~1' H), J-t E 9)1(02 , ~2, H), "I E 9)1(03 , ~3, H), J-t ---? '\, "I ---? J-t.
Then "I ---? '\.

Proof Let p E M(~1"t), q E .J1;f(~2,T/) be the corresponding maps from the definition
of J1- ---? '\, "I ---? J1-, respectively. For X E ~1, n E N put

2n . I
lim f 9n(X) dq(v) = lim '"' ~q(U;n)n-+oo Jo. n-+oo L..... 2n '

2 ;=1

in the pointwise topology. The function r(X) is defined "I-almost everywhere since the
sequence
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is fundamental for 1J-almost all W E 0 3 : in fact we have the following relation

and hence

2
n

2
m i-I 2

n
2

m 1- 1 1
E E ~q(U2m(i-I)+I,n+m)(w)1 = IE E 2n+mq(U2m(i-I)+I,n+m) I~ 2n -70 (n -7 (0)
i=l 1=1 i=l 1=1

for 1J-almost all W E 0 3 .

Similarly, it is a simple matter to verify that we get the same function r(X) 1J-almost
everywhere if we take another sequence of simple functions (hn)~=l C L'~O(02,/l) with the
property hn -7 p(X) (n -7 (0) in LOO(02,/l). We denote r(X) as I0

2
p(X)(v) dq(v). If

Xl, X 2 E EI, Xl n X 2 = 0, then

r(XI +X 2) = lim r (gn(XI) +gn(X2))(V) dq(v) =
n-oo J02

lim r gn(XI)(v) dq( v) + lim r gn(X2)(v) dq(v) = r(XI ) + r(X2).
n-oo J02 n-oo J 02

Therefore, r is finitely additive. Moreover, r(OI)(w) = 1 for 1J-almost all W E 0 3 since
gn(OI)(V) = 1 \Iv E VC, Il(V) = 0 and the equality /l(V) = I0

3
q(V)(w) d1J(w) implies

r gn(OI)(v) dq(v) = q(VC) = 103 •J02

We assert that r E M(E I , 1J). To show that, we use arguments similar to a proof of the
classical Lebesque theorem. Indeed, let X n E EI, X n 1 0 (n -7 (0). Then

Put

Ek,n = n:=n {v E O2 \ p(Xm)(v) < ±}, k,n E N.

For any kEN we have Y C U~=lEk,n and so

Since the sequence (Ek,n)~=l is decreasing, that means q(Ek,n)(w) -70 (n -7 (0) 1J-almost
everywhere. Choose Zl E E3 such that 1J(ZI) = 0 and
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Fix E> o. Choose kEN with the property l/k < E/3. Let Z2 E E3 be such that 1](Z2) = 0
and

j(I1.,I)
r(Xn)(w) = lli..~ ~ O'n,l,iq(Yn,l,i)(W) 'iw E Z~ 'in EN

for positive simple functions hn,l = L,{i~,l) O'n,l,i 1Yn,l,i' hn,l i p(Xn) (1--+ 00) in VX>(fh,p).
We have

j(n,l) j(n,l)
0:::; L O'n,l,i q(Yn,l,i)(W) :::; L O'n,l,i q(Yn,l,i n Ek,n)(w) + q(Ef:,n)(w) 'in,l E N

i=1 i=1

1]-almost everywhere. Furthermore,

1
O'n,l,i q(Yn,l,i n Ek,n)(w) :::; kq(Yn,l,i n Ek,n)(w)

1]-almost everywhere. If p(Yn,l,i n Ek,n) = 0, it is obvious. Otherwise that follows from the
estimation

1
O'n,l,i = hn,I(V) :::; p(Xn)(v) < k' v E Yn,l,i n Ek,n.

Therefore, there exists Z3 E E3 such that 1] (Z3) = 0 and

j(n,l) 1
0:::; L O'n,l,i q(Yn,l,d(w) :::; k + q(Ek,n)(w) 'iw E Z~ 'in, 1EN.

i=1

At last, take W E n 3 \ (U~=lZi) and mEN with the property Iq(Ek,n)(w) I < E/3 for each
n > m. Then for any n > m we can find In E N such that

j(n,ln) 1
Ir(Xn)(w)1 :::; i + I ?= O'n,ln,i q(Yn,ln,i)(W)\ :::; i + k + q(Ek,n)(w) :::; E.

1=1

That means r(Xn)(w) --+ 0 (n --+ 00) 1] -almost everywhere and so r E M(El,1]).
To prove the required expression of A via rand 1], fix X EEl, X E H. Using the

Lebesque theorem for vector-valued measures [3, Theorem IV.W.10] we get

1 ~ i-I
A(X)X = lim 9n(X)(v) dJlx(v) = lim '" -2- p(Ui n)x

n~oo O
2

n~oo L..J n 'i=1

Therefore,

what is required to prove. o
Definition 3 Two measures A E 9Jt(nl, El, H), p E 9Jt(n2 , E 2 , H) are said to be equiva
lent, denoting A +--+ p, if A --+ p and p --+ A. For A E 9Jt(n, E, H) we denote by (A] the set
of all EVMs which are equivalent to A.
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It follows from Lemma 2.2 that "+--7" is an equivalence relation.

Definition 4 AE 9J1(0I, ~I, H) is called maximal (for the space H) if

AE 9J1(0}, ~I, H) is called minimal (for the space H) if

\lp, E 9J1(02, ~2, H) (A ---+ p, =? A +--7 p,).

Proposition 2.3 Let A be the trivial EVM: A: {0,00} ---+ B(H)+, A(0) = 0, A(Oo) = I.
Then:

(a) [A] = {A E 9J1(~, H) I A(X) = m(X) I \IX E~, m is a probability measure on ~.}

(b) A ---+ A for any EV111 A. lvloreover, A is minimal if and only if A E [A].

Proof (a). If A E [AJ, then

A(X) = r p(X)(v)dA(v) = p(X)(vo)I \lXE~,
lo.o

where p(X)(vo) is a probability measure on L Assume now that Ao(-) = m(·) I for a
probability measure m. Then Ao(X) = Ina p(X)(v) dA(v) for p(.) = m(·) 10.0 , that is
Ao ---+ A. On the other hand, A ---+ A for any AE 9J1(0,~, H) since

A(X) = 10. p(X)(u) dA(u), X E {0,00}, p(0) = 0, p(Oo) = 10..

(b). We have proved in (a) that A ---+ A for any EVM A. Hence, each EVM from [A] is
minimal. The converse is also clear: if A is minimal then from the relation A ---+ A and
from the minimality we get A +--7 A. D

Unlike the minimal EVMs, the concept of the maximal EVM is much more deeper. We
will characterize maximal EVMs in particular cases in the next section. Here we consider
general properties of maximal EVMs. For M c B(H) we denote by MP the set of all
projections in M.

Remark 3 If AE 9J1(0,~, H) and p, ---+ A for p, E 9J1(0I,~}' H), then A(~)P c p,(~d.

Proof For X E ~, A(X) E B(H)P we have A(X) = I0.
1

p(X) dp" P E M(~, p,). Put

Y = supp p(X), Yn = p(xt1[1In, 1 - lin], n E N.

Observe that

and
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or J.l(Yn ) :s; n(I - A(X)) = n(A(X)).L. So J.l(Yn ) = 0 for any n E Nand p(X) = ly.
Therefore, A(X) = J.l(Y) E J.l(~1)' 0

Introduce the concept of countable direct sum of EVMs. Let J be a finite or countable
set. For Ai E 9J1(!1 i , ~i, Hi), i E J let !1 be the disjoint union of !1i and ~ be the a-algebra
of all sets X C !1 such that X n !1i E ~i, for every i E J. Then for H = ffiiEJ Hi define
A : ~ -+ B(H) as A(X) = ffiiEJ Ai(X n !1i). Clearly, AE 9J1(!1,~, H). The EVM A is said
to be the direct sum of EVMs Ai, i E J, denoting by A= ffiiEJ Ai.

Proposition 2.4 Let A= ffiiEJ Ai, J be a finite or countable set. Then A is maximal for
the space H if and only if Ai is maximal for the space Hi for each i E J.

Proof Let A be maximal and

for some k E J. Define an EVM Jl : ~' -+ B(H)+ as (ffii;i:k Ai) ffi J.lo. Then for

p : ~ -+ Loo(!1', J.l), P(UiEJXi) = IUi;o!kxi + Po(Xk), Xi E ~i,

we get p E M(~, It) and

for X = UiEJXi E ~, that is It -+ A. Therefore, A -+ J.l and J.l(Y) = In q(Y) dA,
q E M(~', A), for each Y E ~'. In particular, J.lo(Z) = J.l(Z) = In q(Z) dA for Z E ~o.

Moreover, J.lo(!1o) is the projection Pk on the space Hk, so that

and
Pk = J.lo(!1o) = r q(!1o) dAk.1nk

Similarly to the proof of Remark 3 we obtain q(!1o) = lsuppq(no) and Ak(SUpp q(!1o)) =
Pk = Ak(!1k). Hence q(!1o) = Ink and so ql~o E M(~o, Ak). Thus Ak -+ J.lo, that is Ak is
maximal for the space H k •

Now suppose that Ai is maximalfor the space Hi for each i E J. If A(X) = In' p(X) dJ.l,
p E M(~,J.l), Jl E 9J1(!1',~',H), then Ai(!1i) = In' p(!1i) dJ.l, i E J. By Remark 3, for
each i E J we have p(!1i) = I Yi for some Yi E ~'. Clearly, we can assume that (Yi )iEJ is
a partition of !1'. Hence, for ~; = {Y E ~' lYe Yi}, i E J we obtain J.l1~: -+ Ai and
so J.l(Z) = Ini qi(Z) dAi for Z E ~;, qi E .i\1(~;, Ai)' At last, define q : ~' -+ LOO(!1, A) by
q(Y) = 2:iEJ qi(Y n Yi). Then

1q(Y) dA = L r qi(Y n Yi) dAi = L J.l(Y n Yi) = J.l(Y), VY E ~'.
n iEJ 1ni iEJ

Consequently, A is maximal.

9
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Proposition 2.5 Let U be a unitary operator from the Hilbert space H onto another
Hilbert space f{, and), E 9Jt(0,~, H) be maximal for the space H. Then the EVM
U).(· )U-1 is maximal for the space f{.

Proof Clearly, U).(·)U- 1 E 9Jt(0,~, f{). The result follows from the obvious implica
tions:

P E 9Jt(0I,~I,f{), p---+ U).(·)U-1 :::} U-1pOU ---+). :::} U-1pOU f-7). :::}

P f-7 U).(·)U- 1 , o
Definition 5 (cf. [6, p. 88]) ). E 9Jt(0,~, H) is called injective if, for any f E LOO(O, ).),
the equality In f( u) d)'( u) = 0 implies f( u) = a ).-almost everywhere.

Remark 4 If). E 9Jt(0,~, H) is injective then operators ).(Xd, ... ,).(Xn ) are linearly
independent for every partition (Xi)i=1 of 0.

Proof Take f = L:i=1 ai1xi' ai ERin Definition 5. o
Remark 5 If). E 9Jt(0,~, H) is projection-valued (that is, ). is a spectral resolution of
identity), then). is injective.

Proof Any real function f E LOO(O,).) can be decomposed into its positive and negative
parts: f = f lxo - (- f) lX8' where X o = f- 1[0, +00). Now the equality In f(u) d).(u) = a
implies Ixo f d)' = IX8 (-f) d).. The positive operators in the left-hand and right-hand
sides have orthogonal ranges because ),(Xo) )'(X~) = O. Therefore,

r f d)' = r (- f) d). = 0
Jxo JX8

and so f1xo = f1x8 = O. o

Definition 6 (cf. [6, p. 32}). Two EVMs ). E 9Jt(0I, ~I, H), P E 9Jt(02, ~z, H) are said
to be isomorphic, denoting). ~ p, if there exists a Boolean isomorphism <II : ~1().) ---+ ~z().)

with the property )'(X) = p(<II([X],,)).
Here by a Boolean isomorphism we mean a bijective mapping <II : ~1().) ---+ ~z().) such

that

and

Remark 6 If). ~ p, then). f-7 p.

Proof Define p(X) = ly, Y E <II([X],,). Therefore, )'(X) = In2 p(X) dp and p ---+ ).. By
the symmetry, ). ---+ p. 0

Theorem 2.6 Let). E 9Jt(01' ~I, H), P E 9Jt(Oz, ~z, H) be two equivalent EVMs which
both are injective. Then). ~ Jt.

10



Proof Let

)'(X) = f p(X)(v) dJi(v), P E M(EI, It), Ji(Y) = f q(Y)(u) d)'(u), q E M(E2 , ).).
l02 lOt

Put r(X) = J0
2

p(X)(v) dq(v), X E E1 (see the proof of Lemma 2.2). From this proof we
have r E M(EI,)') and JOt r(X)(u) d).(u) = ).(X) = JOt Ix d)..

From the injectivity of ). we obtain J0
2

p(X)(v) dq(v) = Ix. Since p(X)(v) S I for
Ji-almost all v E n2 , we get p(X) = Isuppp(X) and q(supp p(X)) = Ix. Put <I> : E1 ().) --7

E2 (Ji), <I>([X].\) = [supp p(X)]w <I> is injective: [supp p(X)]/L = [0LL implies p(X)(v) = 0
Ji-almost everywhere and so )'(X) = J0

2
p(X) dJi = 0, that is X E [0JA, Moreover, <I> is

surjective. In fact, from the symmetry we similarly get

q(Y) = lsupp q(Y), p( supp q(Y)) = ly VY E E2 •

Now for Y E E 2 put X = supp q(Y). Then lsupp p(X) = p(X) = I y. Hence,

The mapping <I> is a suitable isomorphism: take (Xi)~l C EI, Xi n Xj = 0 (i i= j).
Then

00

<I>(U~l[Xi].\) = [suPP P(U~l Xd]/L = [supp L p(Xi)L = [U~l supp p(Xi)]/L =
i=l

we have [supp p(XC)]/L = [supp p(X)]~ or <I>([XC].\) = <I>([Xh)c.
From the properties of <I> obtained we easily get the relations which are required in the

definition of a Boolean isomorphism. 0

3 Maximal effect-valued measures

Here further properties of maximal effect-valued measures are obtained. In particular, we
get a characterization of maximal EVMs in the discrete case and in the case of EVMs with
commutative range.

Definition 7 A set X E E is called an atom of). E 9Jl(n, E, H) if )'(X) i= 0 and ifY E E,
Y C X imply that either "(Y) = 0 or )'(Y) = ).(X). An EVM ). is called non-atomic if
the set of atoms of). is empty. ). is called discrete if there exists a family (Xi)iEJ of atoms
of). such that Xi n X j = 0 (i i= j) and UiEJXi = n.

A discrete EVM " is said to be 2-independent if operators ).(Xi) and )'(Xj ) are linearly
independent for all i i= j, i, j E J, where (Xi )iEJ is the set of atoms of )..

Lemma 3.1 Let). E 9Jl(n, E, H), (Xi)iEJ be a partition of nand ).(Xi) =1= 0 Vi E J.
Then the set J is finite or countable.

11



Proof Let (Yj )~1 be a dense subset in Hand

Jj
n = {i E J I ('\(Xi)Yj,Yj) > .!..}, j,n E N.

n

Then the set Jj is finite since otherwise {i1, i2 , ••• } C Jj and

00 00 1
('\(U~=l Xim)Yj,Yj) = L('\(Xim)Yj,Yj) ~ L - = 00.

m=l m=l n

For any i E J we have '\(Xd =I- 0 and so ('\(Xi)Yj, Yj) > 0 for some j E N. Hence, there
exists n E N with the property ('\(Xi)Yj, Yj) > ; or i E Jj. Therefore, J = U:'=l U~l J£
and we are done. U

Remark 7 Let ,\ E 9J1(n, E, H) be discrete and (Xi)iEJ be the set of atoms of'\. Then
there exists a 2-independent EVM '\0 which is equivalent to >..

Proof It follows from Lemma 3.1 that (Xi)iEJ is a partition of n. We can assume,
without loss of generality, that E is generated by (Xi)iEJ. On the set (>.(Xi))iEJ we consider
an equivalence relation: '\(Xj ) I"V >.(Xm) if >'(Xj ) and '\(Xm) are linearly dependent.
Therefore, >'(Xi))iEJ is the union of the corresponding equivalence classes ('\(Xd)iEJk'
kEf. We can assume that Jk n Jm = 0 (k =I- m) and UkEfJk = J. For each kEf choose
nk E Jk· Consequently, '\(Xi) = O'i,k ,\(Xnk ) for some O'i,k > 0, i E Jk. Put

Yk = UiEh Xi, kEf, no = n, Eo = {UkE~ Yk I~ C f}

and define
'\0 : Eo ---+ B(H)+, >'O(UkE~ Yk ) = L L '\(Xi ), ~ C r.

kE~ iEh

It is a simple matter to verify that >'0 E 9J1(no, Eo, H) and >'0 is 2-independent. Moreover,
>'0 f-t >.. In fact, for

p: Eo ---+ LOO(n, ,\), p(UkE~ h) = 1ukE~Yk' ~ C r

we have 1p(UkE~ Yk) d,\ = L ,\(Yk) = L L '\(Xi) = '\O(UkE~Yk)
o kE~ kE~ iEJk

and so >. ---+ >'0. On the other hand, define

A' k
q: E ---+ LOO(no, '\0), q(Xi) = I: t, lyk

jEJk O'j,k

if i E Jk and extend by the additivity to any set in E. From

q(n) = L q(UiEJkXi) = L ~iEh O'i,k 1Yk = L 1Yk = 100
kEf kEf jEJk O'j,k kEf

we get q E M(E, >'0) and the equality

( O"k O"kif q(Xi) d>.o = I: t, , '\o(Yk) = I: t, , L '\(Xm) =
0 0 jEJk O'J,k jEJk O'J,k mEJk

implies '\0 ---+ '\.

12
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Theorem 3.2 Let A E 9J1(f!, ~,H) be such that A(Xi) = Ci (', ei)ei, i E J, where (Xi)iEJ is
a partition of f!, (ei)iEJ is a set of unit vectors in Hand (Ci)iEJ C]O, 1]. Then the following
properties hold:

(a) There exists a discrete EVM AD such that AD +---7 A and (Xi)iEJ is the set of atoms
of AD.

(b) A is maximal.

Proof (a) Let ~o be the u-subalgebra of ~ generated by the family (XdiEJ. Since
A(X) is also one dimensional or zero dimensional for X C Xi, for each i E J there exists
a positive measure ~i : ~i ---+ R+, ~i = {X n Xi I X E ~} such that ~i(Xi) = 1 and
A(X) = ~i(X) Ci (', ei)ei for X C Xi. Define AD : ~O ---+ B(H)+ by AD = AI~o. It is obvious
that (Xi)iEJ is the set of atoms of AD. Let us prove that A +---7 AD. Define

p: ~o ---+ L=(f!, A), q: ~ ---+ Loo(f!, AD), p(Y) = I y , q(X) = I: ~i(X n Xi) I xi ·
iEJ

00 00 00

I: q(Xk) = L I: ~i(Xk n X i)lxi = I: I: ~i(Xk n Xi)lxi = I: ~i(X n X;)lx; = q(X)
k=l k=l iEJ iEJ k=l iEJ

in the pointwise topology. Therefore,

q E _M(~, AD), p E M(~o, A), fo p(Y) dA = AO(Y)'

Moreover,

1q(X) dAD = I: ~i(X n Xi) Ao(Xi) = I: ~i(X n Xi) Ci (', ei)ei = I: A(X n X;) = A(X),
n iEJ iEJ iEJ

what is required to prove.
(b) From (a) we can assume that A is discrete and (Xi )iEJ is the set of atoms of A. Let

Put Yi = supp p(Xi) and Yi,n = p(Xit l [lin, 1], n E N. Observe that

{l(Yi,n) = {,n 1 d{l :::; n li,n p(Xi) d{l :::; n 1; p(Xi) d{l = n A(X;) = n Ci (', ei)ei

and so {l(Yi,n) = bi,n (', ei)ei, bi,n ~ O. Since {l(Yi,n) :::; I, bi,n :::; 1 and {l(Yi,n) :::; (', ei)ei.
Therefore, {l(Yi) = s-limn.....= {l(Yi,n) :::; (', ei)ei and hence {l(Yi) = bi (', edei, bi ~ O. We
have

Ci (', ei)ei = r p(Xi) d{l :::; {l(Yi) = bi (', ei)eiJy;
or Ci :::; bi.

From Remark 7 we may assume that A is 2-independent. Then {l(Yi n Yj) :::; {l(Yi) =
bi (', ei)ei and {l(Yi n Yj) :::; bj (', ej)ej, that is {l(Yi n Yj) = 0 and we can assume that
Yi n Yj = 0 (i =I- j). Moreover,

L (bi - Ci) (', ei)ei = {l(UiEJYi) - L A(Xi) :::; I - I = O.
iEJ iEJ

13



Consequently, bi = Ci and (Yi)iEJ is assumed to be a partition of n1. Applying the property
(a) to the measure /-l, we may replace /-l by a discrete EVM /-lo such that (Yi )iEJ is the set
of atoms of /-lo. But now A is isomorphic to /-lo since the map <I> : 'E(A) -+ 'EIlO(/-lo),
<I>([Xi]A) = [Yi]1l0 can be extended to a Boolean isomorphism. 0

Corollary 3.3 Let an EVM A be as in Theorem 3.2. Then there exists a maximal discrete
EVM /-l with the property /-l -+ A.

Proof By Theorem 3.2 we may assume that A is discrete. Let (Xi)iEJ be the set of
atoms of A. For each i E J there exists an increasing sequence of positive finite dimensional
operators (A;,n)~=l C B(H) such that Ai,n ~ A(Xi) (n -+ (0). Representing A(Xi)
as Ai,l + L~=l (Ai,n+t - Ai,n), we find a sequence of positive one dimensional operators
(Bi,n)~=l C B(H) such that

00

A(Xi) = 2: Bi,n, i = 1,2, ...
n=l

in the strong operator topology. Now a suitable measure /-l can be defined, for example,
on the a-algebra 'Eo of all subsets of J x N by

/-l(UkEf> (ik,nk)) = 2: Bik,nk' ~ eN, (ik,nk) # (im,nm) (k =I- m).
kEf>

In fact, /-l is maximal by Theorem 3.2 and A(X) = fJxN p(X) d/-l \IX E 'E for

p: 'E -+ LOO(J x N, /-l), p(UiErXi) = 1UiH u~=l(i,n) (f C J).

This completes the proof. o
Remark 8 The system (ei)iEJ from Theorem 3.2 need not to be an orthonormal basis in
H. Consider, for example, the case H = R 2 . Take one dimensional projections

P, = (j~ ~~), P, = (~ 1), P3 = (~ ~).

The corresponding vectors are not orthogonal but

3 2 4
L CiPi = I, C1 = J3' C2 = 3 +J3'
i=l 1 + 3

and we can easily define many EVMs A such that

This example can be obviously extrapolated to an infinite dimensional Hilbert space H if
we represent H as EDb:l Hk , dim Hk = 2.

Theorem 3.4 Let AE 9J1(n, 'E, H) be discrete and (Xi)iEJ be the set of atoms of A. Then
the following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A is maximal;
(2) there exists a system (ei)iEJ of unit vectors in Hand (Ci)iEJ C]O, 1] such that

A(Xi ) = Ci (', ei)ei.

14



Proof The implication (2) =* (1) has been proved in Theorem 3.2. Now assume that ..\
is a maximal EVM. It suffices to prove that ..\(Xi ) is an one dimensional operator for all
i E J. Suppose by the contrary that dim ..\(Xk)H 2: 2 for some k E J. Then there exists
f. > °such that dim 1[!,I](..\(Xk ))H 2: 2 and from the spectral theorem we get ..\(Xk ) 2: oP,
where 0 E]O, 1], P is a projection in B(H), dim PH 2: 2. Take x E PH, Ilxll = 1 and put
Al = 0 (',x)x, A2 = ..\(Xk ) - AI. Construct an EVM J-L by the following way. We may
assume, without loss of generality, that

X k = {u,v,w}, ..\({u}) = ..\(Xk ), ..\({v}) = ..\({w}) = 0, u,v,w,E n
and ~ is generated by {u}, {v}, {w}, (Xik#. Let no be n \ {u}, ~o be the o--subalgebra
of subsets of 0 0 generated by the family {{v}, {w}, {Xdi#}. Define J-L : ~o -t B(H)+ by

Il({u}) = AI, Il({W}) = A2, fl(X) = ..\(X) (X C Ui#Xi ).

It is clear that fl E 9)1(00 , ~o, H). Moreover, for

we have

From Lemma 2.1, Ino p(.) dJ-L is an EVM on ~ and so for any X = UiE~ Xi (.6. C J) in ~

we have 1 p(X) dfl = L 1 p(Xi ) dJ-L = L ..\(Xi) = ..\(X),
no iE~ no iE~

that is fl -t ..\. From the maximality of ..\ we get

J-L(Y) = in q(Y) d..\ VY E ~o, q E M(~o, ..\).

Then 0 (', x)x = fl( {v}) = In q( {v}) d..\ and so there exist j3(x) E]O, 1] and i(x) E J such
that ..\(Xi(x)) = j3(x) (·,x)x.

Thus, we can apply the construction for each vector x E PH, Ilxll = 1 and find
the corresponding j3(x) and i(x). If vectors x,y E PH, Ilxll = Ilyll = 1, are linearly
independent, then

or ..\(Xi(x) n Xi(y)) =0. Since (Xi)iEJ is a partition of 0, that means Xi(x) n Xi(y) = 0 and
i (x) =I- i (y ). Consequently, taking an uncountable family of unit pairwise linear independent
vectors in PH, we obtain that the set J is uncountable, which contradicts Lemma 3.1. 0

For ..\ E 9)1(0,~, H) we denote by A1>.. the von Neumann algebra generated by ..\(X),
X E ~, that is, 1'.1>.. is the second commutant A(~)".

Proposition 3.5 Let..\ E 9)1(0,~, H) be such that M>.. is commutative and M be a com
mutative von Neumann algebra with the property M>.. C M. Then J-L -t A, where J-L is
the spectral measure of an operator A which generates M. If, moreover, M = M>.. and
Mf C ..\(~), then J-L H ..\.

15



Proof There exists A E B(H), °:S A :S I such that M = {f(A) If E ,0[0, In, where
,0[0,1] is the set of all bounded Borel functions on [0,1] (see [5, exercises 9.6.41, 9.6.43]).
Let n1 = [0,1], ~l be the a-algebra of all Borel subsets of [0,1] and Jl : ~l ---+ B(H)+,
Jl(Y) = ly(A) for Y E ~l' Since M>. c M, for each X E ~ we get -X(X) = px(A),
px is a positive Borel function on [0,1], px :S 1. Furthermore, p E M(~, Jl) because the
strong topology in M corresponds to the pointwise convergence topology in ,0[0, 1] and
-X E 9J1(n,~, H). By the spectral theorem,

px(A) = f px(v)dJ-l(v) VXE~,Jo. 1

that is Jl ---+ -X.
Assume now that M = M>. and Mf c -X(~). Therefore, for any Y E ~l there exists

X E ~ such that Jl(Y) = -X(X). Using the choice axiom we can define a map <I> : ~1(J-l) ---+

~(-X) with the property Il(Y) = -X(<I>([Y]p)) VY E ~1' Note that

and hence <I>([n1]p) = [n);..
If Yl, Y2 E ~l, Yl n Y2 = 0, then

-X(<I>([Yl]p) n <I>([Y2L)) :S J-l(Yl) 1\ Jl(12) = 0

and so <I>([Yl]p) n <I>([Yz]p) = [0);. . Since

-X(<I>([Y]p) u <I>([Y]~)) = Jl(Y) + J-l(~) = I,

we get <I>([Y]~) = <I>([Y]p)C VY E ~l' Moreover, take

Then
00

-X((U~l<I>([li]p)) n <I>([Y]PY) :S (2: J-l(li)) 1\ Jl(YC
) = °

i=l

and U~l <I>([li]p) c <I>([Y]p). Similarly,

-X((U~l <I>([li]p)Y n <I>([Y]p)) = -X(n~l <I>([liC]p) n <I>([Y]p)) :S I\~l Jl(li).L 1\ J-l(Y) =

(V~l Jl(li)).L 1\ Jl(Y) = J-l(Y).L 1\ Jl(Y) = 0,

that is <I>([Y]p) C U~l <I>([l'i]p). So we get <I>([Y]p) = U~l <I>([li]p) and hence for

q : ~l ---+ LOO(n, -X), q(Y) = 1<p([Yll')

we have
q E .M(~I, -X), in q(Y) d-X = -X(<I>([Y]p)) = Jl(Y),

what concludes the proof. o
Theorem 3.6 Let -X E 9J1(n,~, H) be a maximal EVM. Then M~ is a commutative von
Neumann algebra and (k[~)P C -X(~).
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Proof Take A E M~, °$ A $ I and consider the following EVM: fh = [0, 1], ~1 is the
a-algebra of all Borel subsets of [0, 1] and

Let ~o be the a-algebra of subsets of 0 x 0 1 generated by sets of the form X x E, X E ~,

E E ~1' It follows from [11, Theorem 2.3] that there exists an EVM 'TJ : ~o --jo B(H)+ such
that 'TJ(X x E) = A(X)f1.(E) for all X E ~, E E ~1' Now the equality

A(X) = 'TJ(X x [0,1]) = f lXX[O,l] d'TJ
JnX[O,l]

implies 'TJ --jo A and from the maximality of A we get A +-+ 'TJ. Consequently, there exists
q E M(~o, A) such that

A(X) lE(A) = kq(X x E) dA "IX E ~ "IE E ~1'

In particular,

l E (A) = kq(O x E) dA EM>..

Applying the spectral theorem, we have A E M>. and so M~ C M>. = M;. It means that
M~ is commutative.

Without loss of generality we may assume that the operator A generates M~. Therefore,

from Remark 3 and we are done. o
Theorem 3.7 Let A E m(O,~, HL Mf c A(~) and M>. be a maximal commutative von
Neumann algebra. Then A is a maximal EVM.

Proof From Proposition 3.5 we can assume that ,\ is the spectral measure of an operator
A which generates M>.. Take f1. E m(Ol' ~1, H) for which f1. --jo A, that is

Therefore, A(~) C MJ-l and so M>. C MIL' On the other hand, Mf = A(~)P c f1.(~d by
Remark 3. But any projection P = f1.(Y) from f1.(~1) belongs to the commutant of MJ-l
slllce

Pf1.(Z) = f1.(Y)f1.(Z n Y) + f1.(Y)f1.(Z nYC) = f1.(Z n Y) = f1.(Z)P

for each Z E ~1' This implies that Mf C M~. Thus, M>. C M~ or MJ-l C M~ =
M>.. Consequently, MJ-l = M>. and M~ = Mf c f1.(~d. Now our theorem follows from
Proposition 3.5. 0

Corollary 3.8 If M>. is commutative for an EVM A, then there exists a maximal EVM f1.
such that f1. --jo '\.

Proof Let f1. be the spectral measure of an operator A, which generates a maximal
commutative von Neumann algebra M such that M>. C M. Combining Proposition 3.5
and Theorem 3.7, we get that It is suitable. 0
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Theorem 3.9 Let A E 9J1(0,~, H) and M>.. has a separating vector in H. Then A is a
maximal EVM if and only if NI>.. is a maximal commutative von Neumann algebra and
Mf C A(~).

Proof The sufficiency is a particular case of Theorem 3.7. Assume now that A is a
maximal EVM. Therefore, M~ is a commutative von Neumann algebra from Theorem 3.6
and (M~)P C A(~). Since there is a separating vector for M>.., there is a generating vector
for M~. So M~ is a maximal commutative von Neumann algebra [5, Corollary 7.2.16], that
is M~ = M; = M>.. and Mf = (M~)P C A(~). D

Remark 9 If A is a maximal EVM from Theorem 3.9, then A need not to be projection
valued. We consider a very simple example of the case. Let 0 be the disjoint union of two
intervals [0,1] and [0, 1], ~ = {X UY IX, Y E ~o}, where ~o is the a-algebra of all Borel
subsets of [0,1]. Put

A(X U Y) = 1/2 (lx(A) + ly(A)),

where the operator A generates a maximal commutative von Neumann algebra A. There
fore, Jill>.. = A and

lx(A) = A(X U X) E A(~),

that is A is maximal by Theorem 3.7. However, A(~) is not contained in B(H)P.

4 Example

In Lz(R) we consider the so called normalised coherent states

g~,w(x) = 1r-1!4 e-(x-02/Z+iwx, e,w E R.

For each complex number e+ iw they are eigenvectors of the annihilation operator ;x +x.
Sometimes one writes

gw(x) = 1r-1/ 4 e-(Rew)2 eVlwx-l/Zx2

with w = (e + iw) / yI2. Then for each w E C the function gw is an eigenvector of the
operator 2-1

/
Z Ux +x) with eigenvalue w.

Definition 8 Let Pw, w E C, denote the projection on the i-dimensional space generated
by 9w and consider the operator-valued meaSll1'e A (the Bargmann measure) on the a-algebra
~ of all Borel sets in C, defined by

A(X) = f L~ Pu +iv du dv, X E ~,

with du dv the usual Lebesque measure in R Z.

Theorem 4.1 (i) A is an effect-valued measure on ~.

(ii) For the annihilation operator a = ~ (x + :x) and the creation operator a+

~ (x - :x) we have

a=~ f fc wPwdudv, a+=~ f fc wPwdudv.
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Proof We use the "Bargmann representation". Following [1] let :F denote the weighted
L2-space consisting of entire analytic functions with inner product

The integral transform

f I-t (AJ)(z) = I: A(z, q)f(q) dq

with
1

A(z, q) = 1r-
1

/
4 exp{ -2(z2 + q2) + J2zq}

establishes a unitary mapping from L2(R) onto :F. One has (see [1]):

• (Agw)(z) = e-I/2IwI2+ilmw2 eWz ,

• ew defined by ew(z) = eWz is a reproducing kernel in :F, i.e. (cp, ew).r- = cp(w),

• AaA-I = ;z' Aa+A-I = z.

For full consideration see [4].
(i) The a-additivity of ,\ is obvious. Further let f E L2(R), cp = Af and IIw = APwA-I.

Then

(ii) Just apply all mentioned operators on the coherent states. D

The Bargmann space :F can be considered as a closed subspace of the weighted L 2-space

with inner product

The projection

is realised by

We prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.2 Let f E Loo (R2 ) and let A f denote the bounded multiplication operator by f
in F ext . Then we have

P:r:A/P:r: = 0 =} f = o.

Proof Introduce the polar coordinates x = r cos <p, y = r sin <p and expand

00

f(x, y) = 2: aq(r) eiq<p a. e.
q=-oo

Note that the air) are in Loo(O, oo) and

aq(r) = ~ f21r f(r cos <p, r sin <p) e-iq<p d<p.
211" Jo

Calculate the matrix elements of P:r:A f in F

zl zk 1 1 00 Jf . e- 1z12
Ak,l = (P:r:Af Ilf'. rq):r: = rq Ilf L J( zk aq(r) etq<p zl -1r- dx dy

vl: vk: vk: vl: q=-oo e

1 1 100

k (;';.)-t= Il":i riI t ak-l vt edt.
V k! V l! 0

Now if all Ak I are 0 we find that the moments are 0:,

So all aq are zero and therefore also f is zero. D

Using the preceding lemma we can prove the injectivity, d. Def. 5, of the Bargmann
measure.

Theorem 4.3 Let f E Loo(C) and suppose that I Ie f(u,v) I1u+iv du dv = o. Then it
follows that f = o.

Proof For all non-negative integers k,l we have

From the preceding lemma it follows that f = O.

Lemma 4.4 For f E L 2(R), w = 2-1/
2 (~ + iw) we have

1 JOO
211" -00 (9w, 1) 9w dw = Aef

20
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with Ae(x) = e-(e-x)2 / y!ir a multiplication operator. And also

1 100
-2 (gw, J) gw de = Bw* f

1r -00

with 00 e- i (x-t)2+iw(x-t)
(Bw * f)( x) = 1 f (t) dt,

-00 21r

Bw(x) = (e-x2/HiWX)/21r a convolution operator.

Proof The result follows from properties of Fourier integral. Calculate

(gw, J) = 1: 1r-
1

/
4 exp{ -(Re W)2 +~ wt - ~t2} f(t) dt

= 1r-1/ 4 1: e-1/2(t-e)2 e-iwt f(t) dt.

The integral in (1) equals

~ 1r-1/ 2 ]00 e-1/2(x- e)2 eiwx dw ]00 e-1/2(t-e)2 f(t) e-iwt dt = 1r-1/ 2 e-(x-e)2 f(x)
21r -00 -00

and the integral in (2) is

! 1r-3 / 2 ]00 {1°O e-1/ 2(x-02e-1/2(t-e)2 de } eiw(x-t) f(t) dt.
2 -00-00

(2)

Note that for all eE R the operator Ae commutes with the x-multiplication operator and
for all w E R the operator Bw commutes with the ;x -differentiation operator. D

Definition 9 Let ~o be the a-algebra of all Borel sets in R. Define the positive operator
valued measures

1](X) = f Ae de, p(Y) = f Bw dw.
JX/V2 Jy/V2

Therefore, 1] and p can be interpreted as non-ideal position and momentum measurements,
respectively.

Theorem 4.5 The following properties hold:
(i) 1] and Jl are effect-valued measures,
(ii) A ---+ 1] and A ---+ Jl (so A can be interpreted as a simultaneous non-ideal measurement

of position and momentum).
(iii) 1] and It are not maximal.

Proof (i) Straightforward calculations yield that

1: Ae(x) de = 1, 1: Bw(x) dw = 8(x)

. The additivity properties are obvious.
(ii) For an interval [a, b] we can write

l
b/ V2 ]00 1 a b .

1]([a, b])f = du - Pu+ivf dv = A([ 10' 10] + zR)f,
a/V2 -00 1r V 2 V 2
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l
b/../2 J= 1 a b

p([a, b])f = dv - Pu+ivfdu = A(R + i[ M' . MDf.
a/../2 -= 7r y2 y2

If instead of [a, b] we consider an arbitrary Borel set X C R then the first integrals in these
equalities have to be replaced by Ix/../2'

(iii) For example, let by the contrary the measure 'rJ be maximal. By (ii) that means
'rJ H A. Therefore, M>.. = M." is a commutative von Neumann algebra, a contradiction. D
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